
1. Thank you for the opportunity tonight to speak on behalf of Laguna residents opposed to Measure P, and Happy 25th 
anniversary to the Laguna Coast Wilderness Park. Thank you for your stewardship to PRESERVE, PROTECT, ENHANCE 
and PROMOTE the South Coast Wilderness. We are fortunate have both a stunning coastal blue belt and beautiful green 
belt, right in our backyards.  Our urban-wilderness interface comes with some inherent risks. We’ve spent years minimiz-
ing that risk by investing in proven, cost effective land management practices, such as fire retardant building materials, 
defensive space, fire resistant planting, grazing/fuel modification, and we’ve done pretty good job.

2. Unfortunately, the City is engaged in a “fear and fire” campaign, intended to appeal to our emotions, suggesting we will be 
trapped or doomed if we do not raise our taxes, place our city in debt, and spend hundreds of millions of dollars to under-
grounding utility poles. 

Letting no good crisis go to waste, the City is fearmongering off the Northern California Sonoma fires and using know-
ingly false facts in its mailers claiming overhead utilities are the number one cause of fires in CA. And its currying favor 
and votes with those on targeted streets with promises of “free” undergrounding. That’s a powerful combination, fear 
and freebies.

3. Tonight I ask you to take off your LCC hats, and put on your Laguna taxpaying resident hat.  I’m not here to sell you fear 
or buy your votes, I’m here to give you some facts, and all I want you to do is think.

4. First, a little secret.  Many of us actually support undergrounding LCR, as a priority, if done financially responsibly, over 
time, pay as we go. If the City had limited its long arm reach to just undergrounding LCR, over time, and working cooper-
atively with other authorities like Cal Trans & SCE, I believe most residents would have supported Measure P for a limited 
period of time, like 5 years, if for nothing else but beautification and aesthetics.  In fact in January 2017 the City had a 
reasonable 4 year plan to budget about $2 Million towards undergrounding, and to focus on incentivizing individual neigh-
borhoods to underground (2017 SLIDE). But, the City got greedy, and it got impatient.  What we at STOP oppose is the 
rushed manner in which the City is pushing the undergrounding, forcing a second tax increase in two years (an effective 
12.9% increase in our sales tax), and planning to put our city in unprecedented bond debt for 25 years or more, and the 
incredibly overbroad provisions of the Measure P ordinance itself, which pits resident against resident, unfairly benefits 
some over others, robbing Peter to benefit Paul. It’s unfair and unnecessary. 

5. So I ask you to please think about these facts tonight:

FIRST – LET’S REVIEW THE ORDINANCE ITSELF, READ THE SMALL PRINT. (SLIDE)

1. If undergrounding is so vital to our safety, why hasn’t the City budgeted and planned for it many years ago?  The City 
has had budget surpluses year after year after year, over $25 Million in the last 6 years alone. If so urgent, why was 
that money not used to underground? BUDGET SURPLUSES SLIDE

2. If undergrounding is so critical to protect us from fires, why did the City STOP 7 neighborhood AD’S from completing 
formation? Why isn’t the City incentivizing neighborhood undergrounding instead of stopping them? 

3. Many residents have paid tens of thousands of dollars (and some are still paying) to underground their neighbor-
hoods – why are they being asked to pay again for someone else’s neighborhood? “Evacuation routes” is an emo-
tional term intended to make us feel trapped, but these streets are arbitrary and unproven.  Let those whose views 
and home values will be improved pay for their own undergrounding (SHOW SLIDE WITH PERCENTAGES). This 
is how allocated. Plus not only will their home values improve, but because the city is “paying” for it, their assessed 
values won’t go up, unlike those of residents who not only had to pay for their own, but also received increases in their 
property tax assessments. Is that fair? Even Bob Whalen didn’t think that was fair back in 2017. (SHOW SLIDE WITH 
NEWS ARTICLE)

4. It’s a myth that tourists will pay 2/3rds of the sales taxes.  The VLB study, funded by the City to promote tourism, is 
based on nothing but assumptions based on assumptions based on guestimates, from a survey pool of less than 500 
people. These are not facts. It’s estimated that 94% of all visitors to Laguna are day trippers. Most don’t spend a dime, 
they bring their own food and drinks and leave their trash behind. (SHOW SLIDE MONEY TAXES) Two sodas and a 
t-shirt don’t match a Laguna resident who will be paying more in taxes for EACH local purchase 365 days/year.  New 
$50,000 car? That’s an extra $500 in taxes.  The Chamber of Commerce opposes the sales tax increase. Businesses 
are already struggling to survive in Laguna.



5. There have been 394 fires over past 10 years from all causes (average 40 fires/year), only 6 “caused” by utilities, 
not one of them major damage or death.  That’s a 1.52% or less than 2% historical risk of fires in Laguna caused 
by utilities. Why are we raising taxes and spending hundreds of millions of dollars over the next 25 years for a 2% 
risk?  That’s a horribly inefficient use of our tax dollars, especially when there are so many cost effective and better 
proven methods of minimizing risk from ALL fires.

6. Here are some cost effective fire prevention measures we’ve put in place since ‘93 arson fire. (SHOW SLIDE OF 
ALL THE PREVENTION MEASURES). These are proven, cost efficient measures that help to protect us from ALL 
fires:

7. We don’t own LCR or the utility poles.  Cal Trans and SCE/SDGE do. Why are we being asked to tax ourselves for an 
infrastructure we don’t own, and that will eventually be undergrounded by them over time, without raising our taxes or 
putting us in debt.

8. The PUC has put in place aggressive new fire safety prevention measures for utilities, including annual pole/
transformer inspections in high risk areas like Laguna and aggressive vegetation management/tree trimming, among 
other things.

9. SCE has aggressive new fire safety prevention measures like (1) insulated wires and COVERED CONDUCTORS 
(which would virtually eliminate fire risks); (2) fast acting fuses; and (3) fire resistant poles and insulators.  These are 
happening NOW.  Plus the “power shut off” feature for extreme weather conditions.

10.  There is no real cost estimate for utility undergrounding. Many cities experience 2, 3 or 4x the projected cost.  We 
have no idea of how much this will cost. (SLIDE – HOW MUCH MORE?). Pasadena, Oakland, SF, San Jose and 
Balboa all had substantial cost overruns.

11.  In 25 years I’ll be over 80 years old, and the next generation will still be still saddled with taxes, debt, years of con-
struction, traffic congestion and torn up streets. Fires will still come and go, regardless of whether those utility 
poles are underground.  

12. This is an intelligent, forward thinking crowd. Why are we not thinking forward to power-self sufficiency, like solar, in-
stead of spending hundreds of millions of dollars on undergrounding utilities that we all surely know will be obsolete in 
our lifetimes?  (SLIDE GET OFF THE GRID) Small islands are now 100 solar self-sufficient, an Indian tribe in Canada 
is now solar self-sufficient, there are individual homes in Laguna 100% off the grid.  Let’s invest in our futures, not 
bury millions in the past.  25 years is a long, long time in this age of rapid technological development. We are a small 
community of less than 8 square miles, with no major industrial power needs.  (SLIDE MONEY UNDER SOLAR) We 
can be leaders, let’s lead, let’s think forward. Let’s STOP this tax increase. (STOP SLIDE)






























